Abstract-We define the highly available local leader election problem, a generalization of the leader election problem for partitionable systems. We propose a protocol that solves the problem efficiently and give some performance measurements of our implementation. The local leader election service has been proven useful in the design and implementation of several fail-aware services for partitionable systems.
I. INTRODUCTION
HE leader election problem [1] requires that a unique leader be elected from a given set of processes. The problem has been widely studied in the research community [2] , [3] , [4] , [5] , [6] . One reason for this wide interest is that many distributed protocols need an election protocol as a sub-protocol. For example, in an atomic broadcast protocol the processes could elect a leader that orders the broadcasts so that all correct processes deliver broadcast messages in the same order. The highly available leader election problem was defined in [7] as follows: (S) at any point in time there exists at most one leader, and (T) when there is no leader at time ¡ , then within at most ¢ time units a new leader is elected.
The highly available leader election service was first defined for synchronous systems in which all correct processes are connected, that is, can communicate with each other in a timely manner. Recently, the research in fault-tolerant systems has been investigating asynchronous partitionable systems [8] , [9] , i.e. distributed systems in which the set of processes can split in disjoint subsets due to network failures or excessive performance failures (i.e. processes or messages are not timely ; see Section III for details). Like many other authors do, we call each such subset a partition. For example, processes that run in different LANs can become partitioned when the bridge or the network that connects the LANs fails or is "too slow" (see Figure 4) . One reason for the research in partitionable systems is that the "primary partition" approaches [10] allow only the processes in one partition to make progress. To increase the availability of services, one often wants services to make progress in all partitions.
Our recent design of a membership [11] and a clock synchronization service for partitionable systems [12] has indicated that we need a leader election service with different properties for partitionable systems than for synchronous systems. The first problem that we encountered is how to specify the requirements of such a local leader election service. Ideally, such a service should elect exactly one local leader in each partition. However, it is not always possible to elect a leader in each partition. For example, when the processes in a partition suffer excessive performance failures, one cannot enforce that there exists exactly one local leader in that partition. To approach this problem, we have to define in what partitions local leaders have to be elected: we introduce therefore the notion of a stable partition. Informally, all processes in a stable partition are connected to each other, i.e. any two processes in a stable partition can communicate with each other in a timely manner. The processes in a stable partition are required to elect a local leader within a bounded amount of time. An election service might be able to elect a local leader in an unstable partition, i.e. a partition that is not stable, but it is not guaranteed that there will be a local leader in each unstable partition. We call a process "unstable" when it is part of an unstable partition.
In each stable partition, a local leader election service has to elect exactly one local leader. In an unstable partition the service might not be able to elect exactly one local leader. It can be advantageous to split an unstable partition into two or more "logical partitions" with one local leader each if that enables the processes in each of these logical partitions to communicate with each other in a timely manner (see Figure 1 ). To explain this, note that our definition of a "stable partition" will require that all processes in such a partition be connected to each other. This implies that when the connected relation in a partition is not transitive, that partition is unstable. For example, the connected relation can become non-transitive for three processes In specific circumstances, our local leader service splits an unstable partition into two or more logical partitions with one leader in each. The service makes sure that a timely communication between any two processes in a logical partition is possible. However, sometimes this communication has to go via the local leader in case two processes ¤ and in a logical partition are only connected through the local leader¨(see Figure 2 .b). Informally, a logical partition created by our local leader service is a set of processes such that the local leader of this logical partition can communicate in a timely fashion with all processes in the logical partition.
The scenario depicted by Figure 1 can be one such situation, where two logical partitions with one leader in each are created. However, when logical partitions are created, it is not done trivially; in particular, we prohibit that case where a local leader service simply elects all unstable processes as local leaders. For example, in an "unstable" trio that consists of two processes to become local leader (see Figure 2 ). Note that we do not want to have two local leaders ¤ and even when these two processes are only indirectly connected through¨(see Figure 2 .g). The intuition behind this restriction is that the election of a local leader % has to be "supported" by all processes connected to We derive in this paper a formal specification for the highly available local leader election service. The specification implies that a local leader service creates logical partitions so that (1) logical partitions never overlap, (2) stable partitions are subsets of logical partitions, (3) two local leaders are always in two separate logical partitions, and (4) logical partitions are such that processes in one partition are not connected to the local leader of any other logical partition.
In this paper we propose an efficient protocol that implements a highly available local leader election service. We use this protocol in our fail-aware group membership service [11] and failaware clock synchronization service for partitionable systems [11] . We give performance measurements of our implementation on a network of workstations.
II. RELATED WORK
There are many publications about solutions to the leader election problem for synchronous and asynchronous systems [1] , [13] , [2] , [3] , [4] , [5] , [6] . The election problem was first defined and solved by [1] . Many election algorithms are based on the "message extinction" principle that was first introduced by [13] : a process rejects a message that requests that a process¨should become leader whenever knows of a process ¤ that wants to become leader and ¤ has a lower id than¨. Many papers about leader election do not address the masking of failures during an election or the election of a new leader when the previous one fails. We are not aware of any other specification for a local leader election service for partitionable systems.
Our implementation of an election service contains some novel aspects. First, instead of using message extinction, we use an independent assessment protocol [14] , [11] that approximates the set of processes in a stable partition. Typically, this ensures that only one process % in a stable partition requests to become leader and all other processes in % 's stable partition support % 's election. A local leader has to renew its leadership in a round-based fashion. This ensures that the crash of a local leader in a stable partition results in its replacement within a bounded amount of time. In a stable partition of ' processes the protocol sends one broadcast message and
unicast messages per round. Second, we use communication by time to ensure that logical partitions never overlap: we use a mechanism similar to that of a lease [15] to make sure that a processes is at any point in time in at most one logical partition.
A protocol option allows us to use the same protocol to elect either local leaders or one global leader: the protocol can be forced to create only logical partitions that contain a majority of the processes. Since logical partitions never overlap, at any time there can exist at most one majority partition and thus, at most one global leader in the system. While a local leader can be used to maintain consistency amongst the processes in a partition, a global leader can be used to maintain consistency amongst all processes. For example, a local leader can be used to ensure mutual exclusion between the processes in one partition while a global leader can be used to ensure mutual exclusion between all processes.
Some group membership services for partitionable systems [16] , [17] , [18] can be used to elect local leaders. For example, the strong membership protocol of [16] or the three round protocol of [18] can be used to elect local leaders such that each local leader is in a disjoint partition. However, a local leader service can be said to be more "basic" than a membership service in the sense that (1) a membership service for partitionable systems typically elects local leaders that create new groups (e.g. see [16] ), and (2) an implementation of a local leader service does not need the stronger properties provided by a group membership service such as an agreement on the history of groups.
III. TIMED ASYNCHRONOUS SYSTEM MODEL
The timed asynchronous system model [19] is an abstraction of the properties of most distributed systems encountered in practice, built out of a set of workstations connected by a LAN or WAN. The timed model makes very few assumptions about a system and hence, almost all practical distributed systems can be described as timed asynchronous systems. Since it makes such weak assumptions, any solution to a problem in the timed model can be used to solve the same problem in a practical distributed system. The timed model is however sufficiently strong to solve many practically relevant problems, such as clock synchronization, highly available leadership, membership, atomic broadcast and availability management [19] .
The timed model describes a distributed system as a finite set of processes 2 linked by an asynchronous datagram service. The datagram service provides primitives to transmit unicast and broadcast messages. A one-way time-out delay 3 is defined for the transmission delays of messages: although there is no guarantee that a message will be delivered within 3 time units, this one-way timeout is chosen so as to make the likelihood of a message being delivered within 3 timeouts suitably high [20] . We say that a process receives a message is late [20] . We assume that there exists a constant 3 6 5 8 7 @ 9 that denotes the minimum message transmission delay: any message sent between two remote processes has a transmission delay of at least time units. By "remote" we mean that the message is sent via a network.
The asynchronous datagram service has an omission/performance failure semantics [20] : it can drop a message or it can fail to deliver a message in a timely manner, but the probability that it delivers corrupted messages is negligible. Broadcast messages allow asymmetric performance/omission failures: a process might receive a broadcast message The process management service defines a scheduling timeout delay P , meaning that a process is likely to react to any trigger event within P time units (see [19] ). If ¤ takes more than P time units to react to a trigger event, it suffers a performance failure. We say that ¤ is timely in an interval
is crashed and ¤ does not suffer any performance failure in
. We assume that processes have crash/performance failure semantics [20] : they can only suffer crash and performance failures. Processes can recover from crashes.
Two processes are said to be connected [18] in
iff they are timely in
and each message sent between them in
is delivered in a timely manner (see Figure 3) . We denote that 
. An important assumption is that the hardware clock of any non-crashed process is correct. Informally, we require that we can neglect the probability that the drift rate of a hardware clock of a non-crashed is not within
. Whether some failure probability is negligible depends on the stochastic requirements of an application [20] , [21] . For non-critical applications, the use of a simple counter connected to a quartz oscillator and an appropriately chosen u provide a sufficiently close approximation of a crash failure semantics, i.e. one can neglect the probability that any clock failure except clock crash failures occur. For safety critical applications, such an implementation might not be sufficient. However, one can use multiple oscillators and counters to make sure that the probability of any clock failure except a clock crash failure becomes negligible [22] .
For simplicity, we assume that a hardware clock does not recover from a crash. Hardware clocks do not have to be synchronized: the deviation , the error of this measurement is within
IV. COMMUNICATION PARTITIONS
The timeliness requirement of our specification of the local leader problem will be based on the notion of a stable partition. However, there are many possible and reasonable definitions of a stable partition because one can put different constraints on the kind of communication possible between the processes in two stable partitions. The strongest definition would require that no communication be possible between two stable partitions (see the definition of the predicate stable in [18] ) while the weakest definition would not place any constraints on the communication between partitions. The timeliness requirement of the local leader problem will demand that a local leader be elected in any stable partition within a bounded amount of time. Therefore, the weaker the definition of a "stable partition" is, the stronger will be the timeliness requirement since a protocol is required to elect a leader under harder conditions. In this paper , we use a formalization of the notion of a "stable partition" which is in between the above two extremes: a | -partition (see below). The protocol we propose is based on | -partitions. The definition of the local leader problem is largely independent of the actual definition of a stable partition. However, we assume that all processes in a stable partition are connected.
We introduce a generic predicate stablePartition that denotes the definition that is assumed by an implementation of a local leader service: stablePartition(SP,s,t) is true iff the set of processes n # } is a stable partition in interval
. In this section, we introduce one possible definition of a stable partition. Let us motivate it by two LANs connected by a network (see Figure 4) : the processes that run in one LAN can communicate with the processes in the other LAN via a network. When the network provides a fast communication between the two LANs, we want to have one leader for both LANs. Since the network can become overloaded, processes in the two LANs can become logically disconnected in the sense that the communication between them is too slow for having only one leader for the two LANs. In that case, we want to have a local leader in each of the two LANs. Two processes ¤ and¨are disconnected [18] in an interval
iff no message sent between these two processes arrives during
at its destination. In this paper , we introduce a weaker predicate that we call "| -disconnected". The intuition behind this predicate is that we can use a fail-aware datagram service [23] to classify messages as either "fast" or "slow". The service calculates an upper bound on the transmission delay of each message it delivers. If this bound is greater than some given | , the message is classified as "slow" and otherwise, the message is classified as "fast". Constant | is chosen such that the calculated upper bound for messages sent between two connected processes, i.e. these messages have a transmission delay of at most since one can only determine an upper bound and not the exact transmission delay of a message.
To be able to calculate an upper bound on the transmission delay of each message it delivers, the fail-aware datagram service [23] maintains for each process¨an array We say that a non-empty set of processes
and the processes in
-disconnected from all other processes (see Figure 6 ):
. All processes in a -partition can communicate with each other in a timely manner. All messages from outside the partition have a transmission delay of more than .
V. SPECIFICATION
In this section, we derive a formal specification for the local leader problem. The main goal of a local leader service is to elect one local leader per stable partition. However, the specification has also to constrain the behavior of processes that are not in stable partitions. Our approach to this problem is that we require that a local leader service creates logical partitions such that (1) in each logical partition there is at most one leader, and (2) each stable partition is included in a logical partition.
The local leader election problem is defined using three predicates and one constant all of which have to be instantiated by each implementation of a local leader service: stablePartition, Leader, supports and constant , since all processes in a stable partition are by definition connected. We will define the predicates Leader and supports associated with the proposed local leader election protocol in Section IX.
The specification of the local leader problem consists of four requirements: (T, SO, BI, LS). The timeliness requirement (T) requires that in any stable partition a local leader be elected after at most ¢ time units (see Figure 7 ). To allow a local leader service to implement a rotating leader schema (see Figure 8 ), after a first local leader is elected in a stable partition, we do not require that this process stays a local leader as long as the partition remains stable. Instead, we require that in any interval of length The timeliness requirement (T) can formally be expressed as follows.
(T) When a set of processes
n # }
is a stable partition in an interval
, then there exists a process
and a time
realtime We require that at any point in time a process support at most one process. Formally, we state the "Support at most One" We already mentioned that when there is a trio of three processes ¤ ,¨, and such that
and©¦ are connected (see Figure 2 ), we want that at most one of the three processes be a local leader. We therefore introduce two more requirements: the "leader self support" requirement (LS) and the "bounded inconsistency" requirement (BI 
. A timely process is always connected to itself. Hence, requirement (BI) implies that a timely local leader has to support itself within ¢ time units of becoming local leader. We strengthen this special case by requiring that any local leader have always to support itself; in particular, a local leader % has to support itself as soon as it becomes local leader and even when % is slow. We show in Section VI how requirements (LS) and (SO) ensure that there is at most one local leader in each logical partition.
(LS) A local leader always supports itself:
. Let us explain why the three requirements (SO,LS,BI) imply that in a trio
are connected for at least ¢ time units, there must be at most one leader (see Figure 9 ). If 
VI. LOGICAL PARTITIONS
We now show how the supports predicate creates logical partitions and that each of these partitions contains at most one leader. Furthermore, each leader in a stable partition
. Intuitively, a logical partition y } that contains a process ¤ contains each process¨for which there exists a finite, undirected path in the supports-graph between ¤ and¨(see Figure 10 ). By undirected we mean that the path ignores the "direction" of the Formally, we define logical partitions with the relation
that is the reflexive, symmetric, and transitive closure of
(see Figure 11 ). By definition,
is an equivalence relation that partitions the set of processes in completely connected subgraphs. We say that two processes ¤ and¨are in the same logical partition at time
is reflexive, each process is in a logical partition. Two logical partitions . By requiring that a leader supports itself, we guarantee that there is no undirected path in the supports-graph that contains more than one local leader.
Let us show that in each logical partition y } there is at most one local leader. The intuition is that by requiring that a local leader supports itself, we split any path or cycle with two local leaders (that could exist in a supports-graph that does not satisfy (LS)) into two paths with one local leader each (see Figure 12 ). More precisely, we can prove by contradiction that there exists at most one leader per logical partition. To do so, let us assume that there would exist a time C and a logical partition y } that contains two local leaders ¤ and¨at C (see Figure 13 ). Since
holds. Therefore, there has to exist a finite, undirected path Since all processes in a stable partition are mutually connected, (BI) implies that within When there exists a stable partition
that has formed no later than time 
VII. PROTOCOL OVERVIEW
The idea of the proposed protocol for a local leader election service is the following. The processes send all messages with a fail-aware datagram service [23] that classifies all messages it delivers as either "fast" or "slow". Each process ¤ uses an independent assessment protocol [11] to approximate the set of processes in its | -partition by a set that we call aliveSetr : this set contains the processes from which ¤ has "recently" received a fast message. This independent assessment protocol does not send any messages. It uses the messages sent by other services like the local leader election service. To update the alive-sets, it stores for each process pair is only leader as long as its hardware clock shows a value smaller than some value expirationTime that is calculated during 's election. Note that¨can support a different process ¤ after its support for expired without any further exchange of messages between¨and . This is an important property because¨does not have to learn that has been demoted or has crashed (which would be impossible to decide in an asynchronous system!) before it supports a different process.
Our protocol does not require the connected relation to be transitive for the successful election of a local leader (see Sec- 
VIII. PROTOCOL
The pseudo-code of the protocol for a local leader election service is given in Figures 30 and 31 . All messages are sent and delivered by a fail-aware datagram service [23] . This allows a receiver of a message has not received a fast message from for more than expires clock time units. Let us assume that the ids of processes are totally ordered. Function PurgeAliveSet also returns the first point in clock time (given with respect to the local hardware clock) when
could be smaller than the id of any other process in aliveSet. When the process does not receive any more messages from processes with smaller ids, the returned bound is tight. The calculated bound is used to optimize the broadcasts of Electionmessages: a process ¤ starts broadcasting periodic Electionmessages as soon as its id becomes smaller than the id of any other process in its alive-set. When ). We will determine the value of the constant lockTime in Section IX. We say that a process¨"is locked to process 
IX. CORRECTNESS
We show in this section that the proposed local leader protocol satisfies the requirements (T,SO,BI,LS). To do this, we first have to define the predicates is defined by,
. Before a process becomes leader, it sets its variable supportSet to the set of processes that have sent a supportive reply. A process¨supports a process 
Formally, we express the property that process¨is locked to process As long as¨does not crash, it is locked to at most one process at a time because¨always checks that its last lock has expired before it locks to a new process. Recall that the timed asynchronous system model allows crashed processes to recover. We assume that when a process¨crashes, it stays down for at least
clock time units. This enables¨to lock to a process ¤ immediately after¨recovers from a crash without waiting first for at least
clock time units to make sure that any lock had issued before it crashed has expired. Note that this initial waiting time would otherwise (i.e. without the above assumption) be required to make sure that a process is locked to at most one process.
To simplify our exposition, we use the phrase "process p does action at clock time T .." to denote that "process p does action at some point in real-time 
A. Supports At Most One (SO)
To see that requirement (SO) is satisfied, i.e. that a processs upports at most one process ¤ at a time, let us consider the scenario shown in Figure 18 . Process clock units, i.e. until its hardware clock shows a value
. When process before¨'s hardware clock shows
(see Figure 18) . Hence, whenever a process¨supports ¤ ,¨is locked to ¤ . Since¨is locked to at most one process at a time, it follows that¨supports at most one process at a time. 
B. Leader Self Support (LS)
Before becoming leader, a process ¤ checks that it has received a supportive reply from itself (see condition myid = replySet.Min() in procedure CheckIfLeader). Thus, a leader always supports itself and the protocol therefore satisfies requirement (LS).
C. Timeliness (T)
For the timeliness condition (T) to hold, we have to make sure that the protocol constants To derive a lower bound for constant expires, let us consider the situation in which a timely process ¤ tries to become leader by sending periodic Election-messages (see Figure 19 ). The goal is that ¤ stays in the alive-set of each process¨that is connected to ¤ and¨stays in the alive-set of ¤ . Therefore, the constant expires has to be chosen such that for any two successive Election messages , respectively, the distance between these two receive events should be at most expires:
. We therefore derive upper bounds for Typically one will set the constant expires to a small multiple of the lower bound so that one late election message or an omission failure of an Election-message does not remove the sender from the alive-set of the other processes. In our implementation we defined the constant as about four times the lower bound and achieved excellent stability in the sense that during our measurements the minimum process was not removed from the alive-sets unless we crashed the process or partitioned the system. . Thus, after time
C.1 Constraining
's id is smaller than the id of any other process in its alive-set. Process ¤ 's aliveTimer will generate a "timeout" event no later than time
, since a process sets its aliveTimer so that it generates a timeout event within Figure  20) . Below we will constrain
so that even whenẅ ould be locked to another process at . For our protocol to satisfy requirement (T), we have therefore to constrain ¢ as follows:
C.2 Constraining lockTime
When a timely process , we have to make sure that
. Thus, we assume the following lower bound for lockTime :
. We now derive an upper bound for constant lockTime. The goal is that when process¨has locked to a process p × ¤ just before receiving from ¤ (see Figure 21 ). When and thus, the real-time duration between the two send events is at least . Therefore, constant lockTime should be at most, lockTime
] In our protocol we set lockTime to this upper bound, i.e. we choose lockTime as big as possible for a given 
D. Bounded Inconsistency (BI)
To show that the protocol satisfies requirement (BI), we consider two processes will stay leader as long as n # } stays stable: after ¤ becomes leader, it reduces its time-outs for broadcasting its Election-messages from
. This makes sure that as long as n # } stays stable ¤ can renew its election before its leadership expires in lockTime (1-2u ) .
A local leader ¤ always knows its logical partition } :
. Note that the definition of supports that we give for our protocol (see Section IX) states that a process only supports another process¨if¨is leader and is in¨'s support set. Hence, for our protocol a process cannot support a processẗ hat is not leader or a local leader that does not know of 's support. In this way, in our protocol we actually exclude situations like that depicted in Figure 10 in which a logical partition contains processes that support a process other than the local leader.
Since logical partitions do not overlap, at no point in time do the support sets of local leaders overlap. The support set is the basis for our implementation of a membership protocol [11] . Process ¤ piggy-backs its support set on its next election message to provide all processes in its logical partition with the current members in their logical partition. The proposed protocol guarantees a stronger timeliness requirement than the one required by the specification. In particular, the connected relation does not have to be transitive to guarantee that a local leader is elected within ¢ . We say that a set of processes The protocol succeeds to elect the minimum process in any maximum connected set within ¢ time units (see Figure 23) . The behavior of the protocol for any maximum connected set Ü n can be described by a graph algorithm (see Figure 24) . Initially, the set n contains all processes in . The intuition of a process being 'marked' is that a marked process has already locked to another process. All processes that are connected with The protocol can be configured so that it guarantees that there exists at most one leader at a time, i.e. the safety property (S) of the conventional leader election problem is satisfied. Let ' denote the maximum number of processes that are participating in the election protocol, i.e. . By setting constant minNumSupporters to ä t å 8 ae d F ç a process has to get the support of more than half of the processes to become leader (see function CheckIfLeader in Figure 31 ). Thus, any local leader is in a logical partition with more than Fig. 25 . Distribution of the election time for 1 to 8 processes participating in the election. The smaller difference between 1 and 2 processes is due to the fact that no local replies are sent when there is more than 1 process.
XI. PERFORMANCE
We measured the performance of the local leader election protocol in our Dependable Systems Lab at UCSD, on 8 SUN IPX workstations connected by a 10 Mbit/s Ethernet. All messages are send by a fail-aware datagram service [23] that classifies any message it delivers as either "fast" or "slow". The service calculates an a posteriori upper bound on the transmission delay of a message , and the election period
. The typical behavior of the protocol is that exactly one process ¤ is periodically broadcasting election messages and all other processes are replying with unicast messages to ¤ . The measured election times, i.e. the time between transmitting an election message by a process ¤ and the time at which ¤ becomes leader, reflects this typical behavior (see Figure 25) . These measurements were based on 100000 successful elections. The election time increases linearly with the number of processes participating in the election: the average election time and the 99% election time, i.e. a process succeeds with a 99% probability to become leader within that time, are shown in Figure 26 .
We also measured the time it takes to elect a new leader when the system splits from one into two partitions (see Figure 27 ). The graph is based on about 12000 measurements and was performed using the leader election protocol as part of a membership protocol [11] . A process ¤ removes a process¨from its alive-set when ¤ has not received a fast message from¨for more than expires=230ms. In other words, when the system splits up, it takes the processes in one partition up to
to remove all processes from the other partition from their alive-sets. However, expires could be reduced to about
(see Section IX-C). However, we use the larger value of
to minimize the number of parallel local leaders in case of temporary instabilities. The first election attempt after the system becomes partitioned typically fails because the alive-sets of the processes in each of the two newly formed partitions are not up-to-date yet. The second election attempt however does in general succeed to elect a new local leader. The linear increase of the election time with the number of participating processes is mainly due to the fact that a process receives more Reply-messages to its election message and less to the fact that the Ethernet is overloaded. One possible enhancement of the protocol would be to use the alive-set provided in an election message to build an n-ary tree and use this tree to collate replies (see Figure 28 ): (1) a process on the leaves of the tree replies to its parent node, (2) a process in an inner node waits for the replies of its children before it replies to its parent node, and (3) the root becomes leader when it has received replies from all its children. While reducing the election time, such an enhancement would complicate the protocol since it has to handle the case that a process¨in the tree crashes or is too slow and hence, the root would not get any message from any of the children of¨.
We implemented the tree based collation of replies to compare its effect on the election time. For a system with eight processes, three processes directly replied to the new leader % , while 3 other processes had to reply to another process¨beforë replied to % . The improvement for 8 processes was not sufficient to justify the increased complexity (see Figure 29) . However, for systems with more processes this enhancement could decrease the election time significantly. 
XII. CONCLUSION
The ideal goal of a local leader service is to elect exactly one local leader in each communication partition. This goal is however not always achievable because the failure frequency in a communication partition might be too high for the processes in this partition to be able to elect a local leader. In this paper, we derive a specification which approximates this ideal goal of having exaclty one local leader per communication partition. We also show that this specification is implementable in timed asynchronous systems, i.e. distributed systems without upper bounds on the transmission or scheduling delay but in which processes have access to a local hardware clock with a bounded drift rate.
The local leader problem requires that an implementation creates non-overlapping logical partitions and elects one leader per logical partition. A logical partition created by our local leader service is a set of processes such that the local leader of this logical partition can communicate in a timely fashion with all processes in the logical partition. If the connected-relation changes, e.g. a process becomes disconnected from the leader, the local leader service has to adapt the logical partition to the new connected-relation. A stable partition is a communication partition in which all processes are connected with each other. Therefore, a local leader service has to create for each stable partition has formed. The specification of a local leader service can efficiently be implemented in timed asynchronous systems. We introduce in this paper a round-base local leader election protocol: a leader is only elected for some maximum duration and has to update its leadership during the next round. This periodic update is necessary to be able to adapt the logical partitions to changes of the connected-relation. For example, if the current local leader % crashes or is disconnected, the remaining processes can elect a new leader within a bounded amount of time since 
